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Abstract—In this paper we focus on event extraction from Tamil news article. This system utilizes a scoring scheme for extracting and grouping event-specific sentences. Using this scoring scheme event-specific clustering is performed for multiple documents. Events are extracted from each document using a scoring scheme based on feature score and condition score. Similarly event specific sentences are clustered from multiple documents using this scoring scheme. The proposed system builds the Event Template based on user specified query. The templates are filled with event specific details like person, location and timeline extracted from the formed clusters. The proposed system applies these methodologies for Tamil news articles that have been enconverted into UNL graphs using a Tamil to UNL-enconverter. The main intention of this work is to generate an event based template.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EVENT extraction is a particularly challenging category of Information extraction (IE). Information retrieval systems [1] are responsible to provide the information of about user’s interest. Information Extraction systems rely on a set of extraction patterns that they use to retrieve relevant information from each document in the corpus. Event extraction involves the identification of instances of a particular type of event in free text, and the identification of the arguments of each such specific event. That is identifying who did what to whom, when, with what methods, where and why. There is now considerable literature on supervised and semi-supervised methods for event extraction. Most current event extraction systems rely on local information at the phrase or sentence level. However, this local context may be insufficient to resolve ambiguities in identifying events. Identifying an event and its participants and event attributes is quite difficult because a larger field of view is often needed to understand how facts are tied together in the article. Sometimes it is difficult task even for people to classify events from isolated sentences.

News articles typically discuss a new event in detail and mention relevant information about the people and person involved in that event. Still, a reader who may not have previously heard of one of these entities may want to see a biographical sketch. Alternately, reading an article describing an organization as having the “second highest revenues in its industry,” may want to know what those revenues are exactly, and for what goods and services. Or in reading about an event that just occurred, may want to know about the earlier events that led up to it. In many cases one may find this information later in the article, in the background it provides for the event it covers. In focusing on details that are new or have changed, however, articles often leave out contextual information of this sort. The proposed system will analyze this information and extracts the temporal expressions.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Event detection focuses on the automatic identification and classification of various event types from the given corpus. Event detection is treated as a sentence identification problem where the detection of the sentences associated with each event instance occurs is been described by M. Naughton et al [6]. There is a possibility that there exists the problem of identifying the mentions associated with each event, a problem which must be carried out by systems participating in ACEs VDR task, where this problem is not studied directly or evaluated in isolation within ACE. In order to develop methods for this form or indeed for any form of event detection, it is important to have a firm understanding of what is meant by an event and associate terms with it.

The simple breakdown of the task embodied by the system and the limited feature engineering for the machine learned classifiers; the performance is not too far from the level of the best systems at the 2005 ACE evaluation. David Ahn et al [9] describes an approach that is modular, and it has allowed to present several sets of works exploring the effect of different machine learning algorithms on the sub-tasks and exploring the effect of the different sub-tasks on the overall performance (as measured by ACE value). This is clearly a great deal of improvement. Improving anchor and argument identification will have the greatest impact on overall performance, and the experiments done. For anchor identification, taking one more step toward binary classification and training a binary classifier for each event type is a great deal.

The System of Shasha Liao et al [1] uses document-level statistical model for event trigger and argument (role) classification to achieve document level consistency within-event and cross-event. It shows the improvement in the performance of a sentence-level baseline event extraction system using document-level information. The model presented a simple two-stage recognition process; nonetheless, it has proven sufficient to yield substantial improvements in event recognition and event argument recognition. Richer models, such as those based on joint inference, may produce
even greater improvements.

The system proposed by Naushad UzZaman et al [2] extracts temporal information from raw text. This is a combination of deep semantic parsing with hand-coded extraction rules, Markov Logic Network classifiers and Conditional Random Filed classifiers. The system is compared and doing the same task on TimeBank corpus. The system outperforms the compared systems in event extraction, temporal expression relaxed match, temporal expression type and normalized value identification, event class identification and does equally well as compared systems in other event features and exact match temporal expressions.

The framework proposed by Kolikipogu et al [3], processes the time oriented information in legal text documents. It helps to find the multiple legal attempts if any information based on time event. Most of the temporal reasoning systems limit to analyze the past behavior for decision making systems. Those fail in finding multiple cases on the same timestamps. This attracted to propose a novel approach that addresses the timed event extraction and reasoning. This model starts with NLP preprocessing techniques followed by multiple knowledge bases, and temporal reasoning approaches. This system aims to support legal practitioner lawyers by providing temporal relationships for decision making. This model can be even implemented for Domain oriented Event Extraction and Reasoning.

As a subtask of information extraction, temporal information extraction aims to extract time expressions and temporal expressions from natural language text, and represent them in a structured knowledge framework. This area of research receives growing interest in NLP. It has been applied to question and answering, information extraction, text summarization, event extraction systems and temporal text understanding. The system proposed by Kam-Fai Wong et al [4] presents an overview of this research area. It also presents view on future research works. It forecast that it will become a challenging research topic in computational linguistics and artificial intelligence.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. UNL Enconversion

In this work we used the UNL graphs as the input. Universal Networking Language is an intermediate language that processes knowledge across language barriers. UNL captures the semantics of the natural language text by converting the terms present in the document to concepts. These concepts are connected to the other concept through UNL relations. There are 46 UNL relations like plt(Place From), plt(Place To), tmf(Time from), tmt(Time to) etc . This process of converting a natural language text to UNL document is known as Enconversion. The UNL document is normally represented as a graph where the nodes are concepts and edges are UNL relations. An example UNL graph is shown in Fig. 1. Example 1: The Bomb was exploded at the Cricket Stadium by 5.30PM.

The nodes of graph namely, “bomb (icl>weapon)”, “explode (icl>action)”, “Eden Garden Stadium (icl>place)”and “evening (icl>time)” represent the terms bomb, exploded, eden garden stadium and evening present in the example 1. The semantic constraints in the concepts, “icl>weapon”, “icl>action”, “icl>place” and “icl>time” denotes the context in which the concepts occur. The edges namely, “obj”, “plt” and “tim” indicates that, the concepts involved are object, place and time. From the above example, it is shown that the UNL inherits much semantic information from the natural language text and portrays in a language independent fashion. The proposed work uses Tamil language text documents, enconverted to UNL for event extraction which is described in the next section.
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B. Reading Graphs

The UNL graphs contain the sentences whose contents are stored using multilist data structure. These multilists have to be processed where these processed graphs are given as the input for the proposed system.

C. Segmentation and Clustering

The UNL graphs are used as the inputs for the proposed system. Each sentence that has the following properties is considered as event specific sentence. The properties are that the semantic constraint in the UNL graph must contain icl>event or icl>activity and icl>person or icl>place and pos as dur. If these conditions are satisfied then those sentences are considered as event specific sentences. These sentences are extracted. Other non-event sentences are eliminated.

A new scoring scheme is introduced for identifying event specific sentences. Each sentence is checked with conditions and scores are added according to the similarity of the sentences. The conditions checked for identifying events are feature score and condition score. They are added up to get the probability value. The probability values between the sentences are obtained. The sentences with maximum probability value are grouped under that particular event. Multiple events will be obtained for each document.

The scoring scheme involves the following features for calculating the similarity between event specific sentences for grouping same events under same segment.

Feature score: Semantic constraint in the UNL graph if it contains icl>person the value added will be 0.2; icl>place the value added will be 0.2 and the pos must contain dur then the
value added will be 0.1.

Condition score: Semantic constraint in the UNL graph if it contains.icl>event the term is considered as event; icl>act the value added will be 0.2 and pos as noun the value added will be 0.2 and the frequency is above 3 then the value added will be 0.1; icl>activity the value added will be 0.2 and pos as noun the value added will be 0.2 and the frequency is above 3 then the value added will be 0.1.

Similarity Score:

Similarity Score = Feature Score + Condition Score

The probability values between the sentences are obtained. The sentences with maximum probability value are grouped under that particular event. Multiple events will be obtained for each document. If the similarity score is above certain threshold then those sentences are grouped under specific event segment.

Event specific clustering is performed. The same scoring scheme is used for clustering event specific sentences. This is the inter-document clustering where events from multiple documents are clustered using the scoring scheme. The conditions checked for clustering events are feature score and condition score. They are added up to get the probability value.

The probability values between the segments are obtained. The segments with maximum probability value are grouped under that particular event clusters. Multiple events clusters will be obtained from multiple documents.

The probability values between the segments are obtained. The segments with maximum probability value are grouped under that particular event clusters. Multiple events clusters will be obtained from multiple documents.

D. Template Generation

From the clusters obtained the temporal details are stored using hashmap data structure. The temporal details are placed where the event took place; person-who involved in that event; time-when the event took place. The template will fill the empty slots for temporal details with the user-specified query.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Event Specific sentences are extracted from the UNL Graph of sentences using the conditions. The conditions used for extracting event specific sentences can be modified that more conditions are added so that the efficiency of the proposed work can be further improved. The segmentation uses the scoring scheme in which the condition score and feature score can be further modified. The clustering also uses the same scoring scheme and this reduces the clusters formed as the number of input documents increases. Temporal information is extracted perfectly by the proposed system. The system can be enhanced by the following measures.

- Main events and sub-events can be identified from the given corpus using event frequency in the corpus and inverse document event frequency.
- Ranking can be performed based on the weightage of the particular event for the corpus documents using re-ranking algorithm.
- Event based indexing- Index will be generated for the user specified events.
- Temporal information based indexing – Index will be generated for the user specified events.
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